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SUMMARY

In case an accident of opening pressurizer safety valve occurs, the

steam of high pressure and temperature is discharged through the spargers

attached at the end of the pipings of the safety depressurization system of

Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR). The discharged steam is efficiently

condensed by way of directly contacting with water in the in-containment

refueling water storage tank (IRWST), hence the reactor pressure is

depressurized. When the pressurizer safety valve opens, water and steam

existing inside the piping are discharged consequently before steam is

discharged. Experimentally and analytically, it is well known that the

discharged air with low frequency oscillation produces dynamic loads which

cause severe impacts on the IRWST structures.

In 1970's, ABB-Atom performed a lot of tests for developing BWR spargers

and possessed a lot of test data on the steam-air-water discharge phenomena

and the suppression pool loads. In 1990's, ABB-Atom had an experience of

developing the SYSTEM 80+ spargers based on the test data. This report

presents the methodology on application of ABB-Atom sparger to KNGR sparger,

based on analysing the Studsvik and Forsmark 1 test results and applying the

methodology on development of SYSTEM 80+ sparger performed by ABB-Atom.

The major thermal hydraulic parameters affecting the maximum bubble

cloud pressure were shown to be steam mass flux in the discharge piping,

maximum pressure in the discharge piping, sparger submergence depth, bubble

cloud volume, bubble cloud location, water temperature in the condensation

pool, initial gas condition in the discharge piping, subsequent actuation of

a relief valve, and opening time of a relief valve. With the analysis of the

parameters, the maximum bubble cloud pressure of KNGR was calculated.

Configuration of the KNGR saprger and installation location in the IRWST were

suggested. A normalized bubble cloud pressure transient curve so called

forcing function of KNGR was suggested and the design inputs for IRWST

(bubble cloud radius vs. time, bubble cloud velocity vs. time, bubble cloud

acceleration vs. time, etc.) were generated by the analytic method using

Rayleigh-Plesset equation.
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(IRWST : in-containment refueling water storage tank)
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sparger^

ABB-Atom r̂ o]n] 1 9 7 0 ^ ^ 1 BWR sparger 7 J1M
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2 S- ABB-Atom KNGR

IRWST

£]7)

sparger7f

#7]ofl i

-717f

v|oj|

fe #7171- ^#51C}. IRWST

jet)7>
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fe 3}^(water clearing)^ tifi^ uf|^ ^§-7](5E^ ^

air clearing process)±

2. ;§^}"^J'Bl| tij"-§-2f;§(steady-state discharge process)

IRWST ^ ^ 1-&S.7} #B>?Vt;K ©I

^ol| Hi§1| 4^K Sparger7f ^-^-^ ^*M*\ ^r*l^i ABB-Atom

Forsmark 1 - y ^ a W I ^}^. °] 2}^ # ^ ^ t ^ £ 3L7]2k$ ^$) ^ r j

10x ©1*>©1 ^ ^ S . i-fB>Jic>. W W ^- t^-^^r ^^o1 (chugging)

(condensation oscillation)

3. S)^-3}^(termination process)

©1

fe reflood

Studsvik

1970\lr:fl<Hl a]^^^S.(boiling water reactor) sparger

ABB-Atom̂ i ^ ^ ^ r ^7]2f^oflXIfiJ ^sJ*V£# ^ ^ ^ f e sparger
(l 4 . studsvik - y ^ ^ ^7iHht «H^2f •S^'la.ofl

Vf ̂  ^ ^ S f * f e * l^ sparger* ^^*>7] ^S| | 1974^

1975\i©l| ^ ^ ABB-AtomoflA-1 ŷ ^-S. (full scale)S. ^*l^ l^^i ^ ^ sparger

unit cell t e s t s - i - e M ^ K l ? ] . Studsvik

^ 1 ^ #©] tif

«.(vacuum valve)
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•§• ̂  182^71-

StiT=>. Ml50 sparger^

2f M150 sparger7f

Studsvik

transient

1.

sparger

3.7]

(5})

2.

(A, C, D, ES]

(S. 3-1

Sparger

Sparger •̂ •'g 3.7],

sparger ^ H f ^ W ^ 7]5)

-M ̂  2071)^

load reduction rings}

^71 -fr3o># 70 bar^Aj 26 kg/s^j- 34 kg/s 27}x] ^ - f <H1 cH«H
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18 88

A

AE

EA

E

C

CD

D

n ^ Mi^f < ^
^7i«y-

471^

47] tf

c)|7]<y-^.t:> ^ ^ 7f^

Cj|7|^-Jit:|- ^ ? > 7f<y-

cH7l^21C> 6>^> 7f<y-

« ^^ ŝ.
< 45 °C

45 - 60 °C

60 - 70 °C

> 70 °C

< 55 °C

55 - 70 °C

> 70 °C

3.

(7\) S |^sparger

S 2 ^ $z$ sparger M150o| ^ - ^ ^ Jg-fSf sparger M150o]

^-f^ BJJ3. ^ ^ ^ ^ # UBfuflt:}. M150«l %^$\ ^ ^ ^ sparger

°]7\ 5mo]JL M150O] ^-*j-£l^l *Jr^r - y ^

°M ^-fe u>^- ^°1 Q^ spargerS.

transientl- ^ # rt(f7> ^ ^ * | ^ ^ * ^

4- sa^K J£*> transient ^ ^ A] M150
^- f Jit:]-
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2.5%

3.7]*);

transient

Ml50 sParger7]-

2 Studsvik sparger

Outlet
Nozzle

Straight tube
Ml 50
Ml 50
Ml 50
M150

Tank
Temp.(°C)

20
20 - 60
60 - 88
40 - 60
60 - 88

Phase

Transient
Transient
Transient

Steady State
Steady State

Max. Pressure at
Tank Wall(bar)

Positive

3.45
0.57
0.81
0.035
0.06

Negative

0.90
0.44
0.45
0.035
0.06

}(Electric Analogy)

Forsmark 1

Forsmark 1

Laplace

cflsf 4 4 1 : 33^

Studsvik

^ Studsvik

8^& Studsvik

Forsmark

Jft.

•• 7 "-



<*& (p)

7}£t£. (dv/dt)

fc ( P )

*itt (u)

#^f- ( i )

4W (D

£ . £ (T)

<g-f?~§* (Q)

3.7l(Studsvik

Studsvik 0.448m3o|t^,

aq^ air bubble^ ^-s] (cfl7l tf

^a.7> 7l)wo
1-Sl3. ^ ^ - ^ ^j-El|*| air bubble©!

bubble cloud 2 ] ^ ^ 5]c| bubble cloud <y-^(positive

overpressure)^] cflS^^l <* 2 .2 7l<y-oflA-| 4 4 0.71mS} 0.43mS

Bubble cloud z]%3] t f l i&^r °\ &<% ̂ ^>^1 «B^S|fe 0.594m5.4

u>. Studsvik ^ ^ % t l # ^1?> ^ 7 1 ^ >̂U|- ^ ^ 5 ] ^7]-g- ^ ^ ^ bubble

cloud ^ ^ 0,594m«q 1 /33<Hl *H^Slfe 0.018mS

2.

V = 0 (1)

dw
3t + v (2)
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SpargerS-f-B)

(4)

divergencel-

- L v 2 P = 0 (6)
P

r tfg-3|- ^ ^ potential function

v2P=0 (7)

electric potential field, #ofl cj|«|| o}efli} ^ ^ *}o]

(8)

Laplace » o^*

S | ^ O } ^ H Studsvik

71 ^lsfl^fe Laplace *&^M$]

ABB-CE consulting report[4]6flA-|
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3. Bubble cloud Sjtfl

Studsvik ^ % M W bubble cloud ^tfl

f. Bubble cloud ^cfl tfe^, 4

cloud,n
_ " = 1

cloud — j y

: ^]-L^ bubble cloud

cw.n : Studsvik - y ^ n^l*
AOVA} - y ^ ^ ^ H - 3.a^*H T2"^ air bubble

: Studsvik

Studsvik

N : Studsvik

Studsvik -y^ofl-*! M150 sparger^ tfi*> bubble cloud

eô  1300 2

bubble cloud 5]cfl ^ - ^ ^ c^g-af

TPa, ^ P 2 = 72 APa, zfP3 = 63 KPa

/SP4 = 51 KPa, APs = 66 KPa, AP6 = 59 KPa

(10)
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AP7 = 57 KPa, AP8 = 66 KPa, AP9 = 72 KPa,

APio = 74 KPa, APn = 70 KPa, APi2 = 63 KPa,

AP13 = 72 KPa, APu - 70 KPa, APjs = 49 KPa,

= 60 KPa, = 56 KPa, AP18 = 77 KPa,

AP19 = 58 KPa, APzo = 71 KPa, AP2i = 74 KPa

o|c>. 95%

4*-, Studsvik

r 64.8 KPaolJl i ^ g * H r 7.97 KPa

bubble cloud ^cfl o j -^^ . 8 7 KPaS. 711^5]Stic},

bubble cloud £|tfl ^ ^ ^ r # ^ 90 KPaS.

4 ^ Forsmark 1

Forsmark 1 sparger^,

3.7], ^

(ZL^ 10, 11

suppression

Forsmark 1 ^

SL

1 9 7 8 ^ 1 <H1

Ml 50 sparger^

Forsmark 1 ^

. ^L^ 12-b

4 ^ Forsmark 1

1.

(7})

(C})

(ef)
(4) 7171*1
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2.

7.0 MPaS.

10 - 20 f]
^ H ( 7 | ^ ^ * l S - ¥ - e | 112.2 - 112.4

H^ MT¥i H ^ i ^ studsvik

^ f ^ C, D,

(yf) 'g«.7l('y- Ai^v^ 4 -

3.

71 £• f a H ' f e 5 - 1 0 . 5 Hz

io - 20
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.5- 4 Forsmark 1 Test Matrix

Test No Discharge
with 314
valves

Bearing in
degrees

Test tine
78-02-

Actual initial
gas condition
at the test

Remarks

•1A.1

1C.1

1D.1

ID.2

1B.3

ID. 4

ID.5

1E.1

IE.2

IE.3

2A.1

2D.1

2E.1

3E.1

3E.2

3E.3

3E.4

4E.1

4E.2

4E.3

• 5 C . 1

5D.1

5E.1

6D.1

6E.1

7D.1

7E.1

8D.1

8E.1

9D.1

9E.1

10E.1

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V8

V20

V20

V20

V8, V9

V8, V9

V8, V9

V8, V9

V9, V10

V9, V10

V9, V10
V6-V15,
V19, V20

V7, V19 •

V7, V19

V13, V14

V13, V14

V12, V15

V12, V15

V6, Vll

V6, Vll

V7, V19, V20

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

313

313

313

237, 260

237, 260

237, 260

237, 260

260, 073

260, 073

260, 073

221, 047

221, 047

099, 287

099, 287

334, 124

334, 124

026, 139

026, 139

221,047, 313

10 at

15 at

15 at

12 at

15 at

16 at

16 at

15 at

12 at

16 at

12 at

11 at

12 at

12 at

12 at

15 at

12 at

10 at

11 at

11 at

14 at

13.15

10.24

18.40

15.06

23.37X

00.20

01.06x

12.30

17.30

01.59

10.25

18.10

11.44X

22.33

23.41

16.47

23.57

17.20

01.15

21.03X

10.27"

14 at 22.32

14 at

10 at

11 at

12 at

11 at

11 at

12 at

11 at

11 at

15 at

23.07

22.09X

19.00x

15.56

12.04

10.15.

19.47

21.26

13.00

11.50

A

C

CD

D

DC

DD

DD

EA

E

EE

A

D
E

AE,

ED,

E.

AE •

(EE)

E

DDEE, DDEE

AE, E

E, EE

DD, DD

DD,

DD,

EEDD,

AC,

DD, DD

DDEE, DD

DD, DD'

D, DD

DD, DD, C

Valve V22 was
fully open

One consecutive
valve actuatii

Valves V21
and V22 were
fully open

Valve V21 wa
fully open

Valves V21
and V22 were
fully open

is initiated electrically,
pipes are defined in

Simultaneous opening of two or more valves
The initial gas conditions in the discharge
PM KVB 76-425
x;The test time is slightly different from the tine in appendix 3 in
Hi KVB 78-570
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Test

1A.1

1C.1

1D.1

ID.2

ID. 3

ID. 4

ID.5

1E.1

IE. 2

IE. 3

The ma>
MP

201
Ap

kPa

19.6

17.2

18.5

19.3

15.5

22.4

21.5

16.6

23.4

36.9

cimum.po

CIO

0.825

0.724

0.779

0.D13

0.653

0.943

0.905

0.707

0.985

1.4J.9

i
•

Bitive F

Cll

0.973

1.000

1.019

0.973

1.040

1.025

1.011

0.948

0.986

0.975

ressure

^gas,re£

0.803

0.724

0.794

0.791

0.679

0.967

0.915

0.671

0.971

1.348

amplitu

C12

1.000

0.902

0.989

0.985

0.846

1.204

1.139

0.836

1.209

1.723

des The max
MP

201
A p n e g

kPa

15.2

17.9

18.7

13.0

8.33

24.1

23.7

17.2

16.4

26.0

imum ne<

C20

0.661

0.778

0.813

0.565

0.362

1.048-

1.030

0.748

0.713

1.036

jative p

C21

0.927

0.894

1.036

1.053

0.959

0.826

0.932

0.952

0.835

0.934

ressure
Ap

?ieg,ref

0.613

0.696

0.842

0.595

0.347

0.866

0.960

0.712

0-595

0.967

amplitu

C22

l .odo

1.135

1.374

0.970

6.566

1.413

1.566

1.162

0.970

1.579

das

HP = measurement p o i n t
c l ° = ^Ppos^Ppoa,ref' b a 8 G d o n the pressure centre of the gas clouds

Appos,ref "• 2 6 # 0 * P a a t t e s t 1 E ' 3 a t a 1 1 t h e other, tests 23.75 kPa

CllandC21» a factor for transformation into the mean value of the pressure of the gas clouds

C20 = A p neg^ A p neg,ref ' b a 3 e d o n t h e pressure centre of the gas clouds
A pneg,ref " 2 5 > 1 k P a a t t e s t 1 E « 3 a t a H the other tes t s 23.0 kPa

Ul

S
0

<D

r
0}

s
W
r+



KNGR IRWSTofl fe sparger

1. KNGR sparger

KNGR IRWSTofl -i*l£)-b sparger^- ABB-Atom<̂ ] ^sfl 2^2] spargerS. A

M150 spargero]*:}. M150 sparger^- 1^±S. 7H«fS.fe H ^ 2<H1 tfE>q- al

. Sparger discharge headofe ^ l^ ' g -^^ -S . l#oJI 167fl*{ ^ 9#6fl ^ ^

-^ 1447^^ Z\% 10 mm^ 4 ^ : T 2 - ^ 0 ! S i4 . Sparger bottom<Hfe 2 | ^ 25 mm

sparger

discharge head -̂-f-<H| load reduction ringo] $X°]

discharge head*

M sparger

*>t;}. Sparger^] $Ife

2. KNGR sparger

ABB-Atom^: SYSTEM

ABB-Atomo]

^ sparger# 7fl^^ nfl sparger7f

. KNGR IRWSKHI sparger-fr

(7» Sparger Q^Qo}^ 3m

(uj-) Sparger bottom^ IRWST 0.5m

(c» Sparger^ IRWST ̂ ^ ^ ^ < H l ^ lm o}

(E» Sparger load reduction ringer IRWST 2m

(nf) -§-7>#i^^(equivalent water surface area)^ 7.5 m2

(Hf) IRWST 4 ^ S°l^ 4.5m
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6 ^ Bubble cloud

Studsvik ^ M ^ f ^ * 1 bubble cloud ijcfl

45.6fl ^-g-*}7] tfSfl-Mfe bubble cloud 514 tfsW <§*<?# ^r-b

# « H ° > W . ABB-Atomo| ABB-CE SYSTEM 80+ sparger 7fliM- $|Sj| >!•§-*}&

^ " o ^ ^ l ^ W bubble cloud aitfl tf^ofl <§^*^ ^ ^ <>UKir cf§-2f ^

o] £#s i t :K2] [4] . S 6^: bubble cloud 5]cJl ^ o t f <g%*# ^ f e o]^>^ 7l

^^(reference value)3f SYSTEM 80+<Hl-̂ l ^>;g'?]: 4 ^ l^^l scaling factor#

1. Steam mass flux in discharge pipe, s?c

Studsvik ^ T T T 1 7\T\ steam mass flux, ^ 1300kg/mzs ^ 1700kg/m2s

oJI^ -HgSl&ch c } § S ^ ^ ^ 7 } -^«a^ trfl, -^ 7W steam mass flux#

vfl-y- (interpolation)*H bubble cloud S]tfl <y-^# H]3.*l-^ steam mass

flux7> ^ 7 m ^ bubble cloud ^nfl oj-^oj H I ^ - ^ H ^7f*f^r:|-. o ]^ . o]

| £ l choking -%•%•£-£.

(stagnation pressureH cfl

*> sparger # - ? - ^ (exit plane)*) <y-^«|7> ^ ^ g * ^ } . Choking

o * ^ H M steam mass fluxfe

steam mass flux7j- ^Hr^ sparger -

Sparger #^?-^<Hl^^ <^^o] # ^ ^ - air bubble

^ $1±HS., ^i^- steam mass flux7f ^•7}^^^ air bubble

c}. Studsvik I J ^ ^ H I ^r^iS^io] ^-ol«> ^Jx>S^ sparger

*}7] ^«H^-fe- ^ } S ^ steam mass flux7>

2. Maximum pressure in discharge pipe,

studsvik -y^olHfe l i

4 . a f l ^ *ltfl «y-̂ oK ^1*]: scaling factor-! -^H^l-7] |̂«H POOL-BLOWER SE.

fe RELAP5/MOD31- A|~g-tl: «fl^°l ^ r t i J S | ^ ^ t>^K Sparger *)]^
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a i r

K Studsvik

3. Submergence depth,

air7>

sparger

ABB-Atamofl-M

s p a r g e r ^

bubble cloud

inertia resistance7]-

^*>^[, bubble cloud ijcfl

sparger ^V}^}^)$] Qo])7\

.£o\}M sparger^ %^&°]7\ lm

10% 7f%* ^^f^f^ ^ ^ S . 5 ] ^ alt}. o]

sparger ^ o

4. Bubble cloud volume,

Bubble cloud ^cfl o^^ bubble cloud «f^ofl Hl^j^H ^ f t M . Air

bubble cloudi] source strength# S5f •S-f'g Sfe bubble cloud ^cfl <y-^2f

bubble «>^^I § A S IEAl£lB.S., 4 S ^ bubble source strength!- Studsvik

-y ̂S) strength^ ^ H ^ ^ S . Hl3.*m °l^t]: ̂ ^ 1 - ̂ # ̂  ̂ t:

<H bubble cloud jqrfl ̂ ^ ^ PbBf ?\3. air bubble cloud « > ^ # Rbe>

bubble source strength S-fe t:}-§-i|- ̂ -o

5 = Pb x

Studsvik source strength-fe-

Sstudsvik - (Pb)studsvik X (Rb)studsvik S. &.•*•]%±T

bubble source strength# Snelt^}

= (Pb)ne« X (Rb)ne« <>\t\.
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S. 6 Bubble Cloud 3 ^
7]€-& i l SYSTEM 80+ Scaling Factor

Parameter

Steam mass flux (kg/mds)

Maximum pressure in
discharge pipe (MPa)
Submergence depth of
sparger (m)
Bubble distance from pool
walls (m)

Bubble redius (m)

Water temperature in
condensation pool

Design margin

Total bubble pressure
factor
Bubble frequency normal
value (Hz)
Bubble frequency design
minimum value (Hz)

Reference
Value

1300

1.6

4.5

1.5

0.297

1.0

—

5

4

System 80+
Scaling
Factor

?c=1.2

7P=1.0

?z=0.9

7i=l.ll

?i'=1.15

7 7=1.0

ty design"*-. ̂

•7 total-l. 656

1/1.15

4

Studsvik <£*&$] bubble cloud

# bubble cloud

3\ bubble cloud

X (Rb)studsvik = (Pb)studsvik X

bubble cloud

) studsvik
(Pb) studsvik
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bubble cloud S^goj ^ 7 } * } ^ bubble cloud 5]tfl

5. Bubble cloud location,

Bubble cloud £]tfl ^ ^ r bubble cloud $J

J*]*|-iit{:ofl 4s> ̂ -Bf^lcK Studsvik

:l2Rr, bubble cloud7^ 7>-^«> *> ̂ ^ A S 7}V\o

bubble cloud aicfl 6 j - ^^ * | a f^H] ^*]*>3i sa

a ^ 13^: #7l-g-(electrode)S} ^ f ^*|6H rcj-

sparger^ ^^^<>l7l- lm

6. Water temperature of condensation pool, ?r

Studsvik ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 - ^3L^:S.^ <>MQ ^°] bubble cloud a]t]J

Pool

10

50

70

°C

°c
°c

Temperature

K. Tpooi K 50

< Tpooi < 70

< Tpooi

°C

°C

Scaling

1.0

1.0 - 1.

1.5

Factor

5 7?\*\

7. Initial gas condition in discharge pipe

ABB-Atom^ Studsvik

fe
purge ^1-f-^l ^ * | ^ I ^1^1-S.^fe, ^r^l^.^i0! M150-i- A]~g-̂ >
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fl^ ^ ^ ^ l bubble cloud

Studsvik

8. Subsequent actuation of a relief valve

bubble cloud ^cfl # J 1 ^ % H

valve)7f

bubble cloud SIcfl

H]sfl 4 7 1 4 $ ^ ^1 ^ - ^ - ^ bubble cloud

9. Opening time of a relief valve

sparger# ^*J *7l7]- Aj^*] ^ - i - ^ H S . bubble cloud

l H]Sl| nfl-f 4u} . H}BM bubble cloud

7 ^ KNGR bubble cloud

KNGR£| bubble cloud a]c | 6 j - ^ ^ Studsvik ^ ^ ^ 3 f # S.cBS peak

pressured! ^ ^ ^ - ^ b ^^1 7M ©UH- JL^*M ^tl^f. Studsvik

bubble cloud ^cfl <y-^^-, ^oflA-] £•§•# H>5f ^-o]

n ?Jt€: «t 90 KPaojuf. KNGR̂  air bubble tfejofl

scaling factor^- t},g-:2f

1. Steam mass flux in discharge pipe,

- 20 -



Bubble cloud 2]tfl ^ ^ r maximum steam mass flux<H]

Studsvik ^^$] 7]i£ steam mass flux-b 1300 kg/m2-s °]<&3. KNGRS}

sparger head pipe diameter (ID = 146 mm)6flA-]̂  mass flux-fe- 1580 kg/m2-s

o]B.S., mass flux<H] S]tt scaling factor^- 1.2<>]£\-.

2. Maximum discharge pressure in discharge pipe,

Bubble cloud £]tfl ^j^-c: maximum discharge pressure^]

KNGR^I PSV Bfl^Sfl*} JL'S^^r 67j|(^^|fe 27fl train^.5.

4 train ^ 67fl^ %• I27fl^ sparger7f ^ H ^ ) ^ sparger^l

sparger7} 2l7fl ̂ = nodeS ^l^-^^Sa^i-. * B ^ 2 H S . RELAP5

^2}-, 4 sparger ^!^1:<H1^^1 maximum pressure^- 1.4 - 1. 55 MPa ̂

Studsvik ^^-^ 7]^- maximum discharge pressure^- 1.6 MPa<>]JES.

^J scaling factor^- !.0<>]v\.

3. Submergence depth, ys

Bubble cloud £}t;|| ̂ ^-^ submergence depth7f 1 m -̂7l-%}-̂ ] tc}e} 10

-§-7>^>cK SYSTEM 80+^1A-| sparger submergence^ Studsvik - y ^

submergence 4. 5 m £.v\ 1 m ^7)] ^^]^o] scaling factor-fe- 0.9S.

cf. KNGR sparger submergence-b 9 ft (2.7 nOS-M Studsvik test

submergence 4.5 mo\] «]sfl 4-^-^,-S. bubble cloud pressure?} <$ 18 %

^ ^ A S . ofl^j-^c}. ZL?m KNGR sparger submergence^- Studsvik

submergence ^^]*1 4.5 m - 5.0 m # M ^ U ̂ °1^7l nfl-g-ofl o]

scaling factor^ SYSTEM 80+4]- ^ o | 0.9S ̂ ^

4. Bubble cloud volume, ̂?i-

Bubble cloud jqtfl ^ j - ^ ^ . bubble cloud radiusofl Hl3(f*H

KNGR bubble cloud volume^ ^l^^j-71 ^*jA|-b ^ tifl3j

air volume^- ^ | ^ * M ° > t>^K ̂  ^ ^ ^ - H KNGR sparger-H

2 lbm, 3 lbm, 4 lbm

- 21



scaling factor# ^ l ^ ^ ^ c f . Studsvik ^ ^ A | Hfl:?HJ|£| gj\ -f-sl-fe- 0.496

m3 (17.52 ft3)o]t;}. # # S l f e ^7]*% 2 lbm, 3 lbm, 4 lbml- ^7]^:£(120

°F, 14.7 psia, specific volume = 14.77 ft3/lbm)<H|A]^ -f-^lS % ^ > ^ . 4

4 29.54 ft3, 44.31 ft3, 59.08 itzo]r\. 44<t] ^^7]*M W scaling

factor^ 4^-2} 4 4 .

i) I M ^ I ^ 2 lbm

?v = (29. 54/17. 52)1/3 = 1.19

ii) aov#^-7)eot 3 l b m

-7v = (44.31/17. 52)1/3 = 1.362 * 1.37

i i i ) W ^ l ^ 4 lbm

7v = (59.08/17. 52 )1/3 = 1.50

5. Bubble cloud location, %i

Studsvik ^ ^ Rj ^ 7 ] ^ *&X\ - y ^ ^ ^ ^ , bubble cloud

bubble cloud ^ ^ o ] B | 3 . ̂ ^ o ] oful

*|-^ ^ 1 m£| submergence7f ^7}-*

ABB-Atom r̂ sparger ^*|7}- ^<HH 5 ft

°]-fe- -g-7}#^^(equivalent water surface area)2J-

^ ^ r sparger I7fl^ JSL^S]^- 3 ] ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ A S . KNGR̂ l

7.5 m2o]t:K o| ^ ^ - cf^ sparger^] cflsfl ^ A } * ] - ^ ^ Studsvik

° ) ^ ^ H - b sparger ^^]<H] «H^ ^Bf lS^ 7.5

sparger A}O|^ ^ ^ ^ - -^xl*}<^ sparger* ^ ^ ]

S sparger^ $]x](clearance and submergence)# -T-'&fe

Fictitious diameter^ 4 ^ 7fl^^.S. 4-g-5£]jL #c}. KNGR sparger^- IRWST

5 ft Vge]Q 3J.ofl ^ ^ £ ] o . S o| %J>-$) scaling factor^ 1.0

6. Initial pool water temperature,

KNGR IRWST 5 L 7 1 ^ £ ^ 10 °C - 48.9 °C <>}*.£. °] ^-f^ scaling factor
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7. Initial gas condition in discharge pipe

KNGR &7]*y-#7)]^ofl purge

M150# 4-§-*l; Studsvik

7} bubble cloud ^ o f l n|*l-b ^ ^ r n]nj# 5 ^ 5 . Studsvik

l bubble cloud

8. Subsequent actuation of a relief valve

bubble cloud

bubble cloud ijcf < y - ^ ^ ^ #

9. Opening time of a relief valve

KNGR ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ! ^ W f l ^ 7}^7l ^-T-^I ? l l ^ *>#!«.(safety valve)

•^•4<tJ'li^-(rapid depressurization valve)

IRWST ̂ S ^ ^ . S #<H7Rr ^ ^ * *>3

30 secojt:]-.

r 7 msec°]t

«1*H nB-f ̂ 7] nfl̂ ofl, bubble cloud

^-7]- 7fl*ol-£]-b Jg-̂ -fe air bubblr cloud

scaling factor#

KNGR bubble cloud a|cfl

i) ^ t - ^ ] ^ 2 lbm

( ^dPcloud)KNGR = ( ^ lPc loud)s tudsv ik VG V? V S >?V ^ L 7 T

= 90 KPa (1.2) (1.0) (0.9) (1.19) (1.0) (1.0)
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= 115.7 KPa

* 16.8 psi

ii) 3 lbm

= ( ^lPcloud)studsvik7G 7 P tfS <? V V L 7 T

= 90 KPa (1.2) (1.0) (0.9) (1.37) (1.0) (1.0)

= 133.2 KPa

= 19.4 psi

i i i ) W ^ H * 4 lbm

( 2lPcloud)KNGR = ( ^lPcloud)studsvik

= 90 KPa (1 .2 ) (1 .0 ) ( 0 .9 ) (1 .50) (1 .0 ) (1 .0 )

= 145.8 KPa

= 21 .2 p s i
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3 §• KNGR M?}om ^ ^ ( f o r c i n g

function) i ! ̂ ^ l ^ '

^§(spherical shapeH 7M^Sr ^ ^ bubble

cluster!- g ^ M jfl

Til

Bernoulli a o ^ ^ ] 1 ] ]

bounding

bubble cluster^

Rayleigh ^ ^

Rayleigh-Plesset

bubble cluster^) 7^-g-# ^ ( 1 1 ) 4 ^^: Rayleigh-Plesset

2R , 3 / oK x2 , 4J/L </i? , _ 2 5 _ Pb(t)-

]3. pL £

(dynamic viscosity) vL •&

=i?», P=Pco,

^t§^EltS-¥-Bl

Rayleigh-Plesset equation^! oj-e}

3^1 ̂ «
available energy^

$)

q = HA(T - Too) (12)
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+ <7 + - ^ = rkiht (13)

, U^ 7]£vH 71^11^ i^f^-oflt^^Kinternal energy),

ZL^ 14-b ABB-Atomo] Studsvik

ing function)o]c>. c| ZLeflS

malization)^^ S l^ .^ , SYSTEM

4 - 20 Hz | | ] H ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 fl

. Sparger* -̂«H a
o

v#5]fe ^ " 7 1 ^ , 2 lbm, 3 lbm,

air bubble^ ^cB

Rayleigh-Plesset

Runge-Kutta H
o ^ ^ £ ^}^o\] cfl*H ^}^r*M ^ t ransient*

H7]6fl>H •?•*> 6J-^ t ransient* SJcH^-^af 1

14ol) vr£R> ^ ^ ^ f € forcing function^

tuning 4 < a # ^ ^ ^ 3 : ̂ 2fS. f 4 4 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ " ^ forcing function^] ^L

forcing functional ^*1*}3. &-§-§• Ji<i^t;K

-g-71 ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ l ^ bubble cloud

transient^, ^ ^ transient^] 4 t ! : tuning

2 lbm, 3 lbm, 4 lbm^l ^-^-^1 bubble cloud «]yg,

t ransient* u]-E]-\flu}-.

ABB-Atomi] ^ ^ ^
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sparger7>

ABB-AtomoflAf <^*g*>Si^ Studsvik il Forsmark 1

Rayleigh-Plesset

7}. ABB-Atomo] ABB-CE SYSTEM 80+ sparger

^ S I ABB-Atom s p a r g e r * *

sparger 7fl

IRWST ufloil sparger-1- bubble cloud a]cfl

bubble cloud -^-s], sparger^ 7\z],
sparger

-g-«B *y#Slfe ^ " 7 ] B O H 2 lbm, 3 lbm, 4 lbm^l

S; 4 4 16.8 psi, 19.4 psi, 21.2 p s i o ^ O

bubble cloud «>^, 4f3£, 7Hr3c., ^ ^ ^ 1 transient

fe AE7> IRWST

bubble cloud

. o)
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ZLQ 1

LOAO
| REDUCTION

RING

DISCHARGE
HEAD

2 Sparger
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3 IRWST

ZLQ 4 IRWST
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ZLQ 5 IRWST

—FVingnlw1 vo«um«DlM>
Bkmtown IO=l59ir«t>. U B «

Ming

4 m

Contkmoiion tank
Appro* wot. &S m3
Inner tftam. 1.2 m

©

6 Studsvik
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Location ot prc«sur»
tranftducn-t PT 1-6
on bottom of tantt

7 Studsvik

HQ 8 Studsvik
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ZL^l 9 Electric Analogy Test

(Studsvik Test Verification)

caortirat*

Gadoid OittraMs I3lt-«ium)
'(poliUMI

H ^ 10 Electric Analogy Test

(Forsmark 1 Test Verification)
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H^! 11 Electrode Location

(Forsmark 1 Test Verification)

Vti9 W.S1 V450 VUI

JH^l 12 Forsmark 1 Pressure

Relieving System Sensor
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H.Q 20 Bubble Cloud Radius vs. Time (3 lbm)

n ^ 21 Bubble Cloud Velocity vs. Time (3 lbm)
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#1

1. The bubble source strength:

S = Pr

in the form:

P = S/r

is a solution to the potential flow equation

V2P = 0

which describes the pressure field at the extremes of bubble extent in the Unit Cell
tank, the B WR suppression pool (PWR IRWST), and, by analogy, the voltage in the
electric analogy tests of the scaled Unit Cell tank and suppression pools; where, S is
the bubble source strength, P is the equivalent bubble pressure, and r is the equivalent
radius of the bubble.

a. Please confirm that this is the basis for your normalization of equivalent bubble
pressures to the reference bubble volumes in the Unit Cell tests, the Forsmark
tests, and the analog tests. That is, your application of Pin = Pi^ in sections 2.3.2
and 2.4.4 in RVE-92-056.

Response:

That is correct. The application have been used in sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.4.

b. Do you know of any limitations to the application of this expression with
reference to actual sparger performance and conditions?

Response:

But the application Pi • n = P2 • r? is only valid in an infinite space. Despite that,
this approximation is sufficiently good if the ratio between the tank diameter and
the bubble diameter is larger than (say) three. However, the application ought to
be sufficiently good for the sparger performance and conditions in the IRWST in
System 80+.

2. Have you considered the application of the thermal analogy to the Laplace equation?

V2T = 0
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We plan to apply the thermal analogy to supplement SPIEGEL and replace the
electric analogy. The following analogies are valid:

Table 1. Comparison of Analogies

Prototype Pool

Pressure
Acceleration
Density

P
dw/dt

P

Electric Analogy

Potential
Current
Resistivity

U
i

r

Heat Analogy

Temperature
Heat flow rate
Thermal resistance

T
Q
1/k

Are you aware of any limitations to this application of the thermal analogy?

Response:

We have used the thermal analogy where we solved the Laplace equation
numerically in a computer, not in any experiment.

In an experiment, the natural flow motions must be taken into account, which are
caused solely by the density gradients by temperature differences. Such a natural
flow exists around a hot sphere or plate.

3. In ABB-Atom document, RVE-92-056, page 9, Section 2.3.2 states that "The cloud
electrodes were chosen with a diameter of 18 mm, corresponding to a volume of 0.11-
m3 in the compressed state (scale 1:33 was selected)." We understand the electric
analog model (V2£ = 0) is an analytical representation of the potential flow at the
extremes of bubble expanse (V2P = 0). A solution of this analog is the source
strength of the bubble (S = PR). Since the source strength is constant in a given
event, the equivalent bubble pressure is determined from a somewhat arbitrarily
chosen equivalent bubble radius. The 0.11-m3 equivalent volume (0.594-m diameter)
for the Unit Cell test loosely compares with the 1-m bubble diameter, at l-atm
pressure, associated with the Rayleigh bubble phenomena discussed on page 16,
Section 2.4.6 of the same report. We also note that the volume of air trapped in the
discharge pipe at l-atm pressure is approximately 0.448 mJ.

a. By compressed state, are you referring to the hydrostatic pressure at the
submergence depth of the sparger, for example. 5 meter for Nozzle 20 (Ml 50)? if
it is the compressed state associated with the maximum bubble pressure, why is
that so since the Rayleigh bubble theory relates bubble size to hydrostatic
pressure?

Response:

To solve the pressure field in a tank at maximum pressure in the gas bubble the
electrode diameter had to correspond to a pressure of two to tour atmospheres
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pressure depending on the sparger configuration and the valve size. As you say,
the Rayleigh bubble theory relates bubble size to hydrostatic pressure (mean
bubble radius). In my "loosely chosen" example on page 16, Section 2.4.6. it
should have been better to choose the hydrostatic pressure to 1.46 atm (bubble
depth of 4.8 m at a sparger submergence depth of 5 meter). This would give an
increase of the fundamental frequency of 20 % (from 6.5 Hz to 7.9 Hz). This
value is also between 5-11 Hz, see page 16. section 2.4.6.

b. What is the basis for specifically selecting 0.11-m3 equivalent volume associated
with the Studsvik test (18-mm diameter electrode diameter in the analog test)?

Response:

The gas volume trapped in the discharge pipe at 1-atm pressure in the Studsvik
Experiment is approximately 0.448 rn\ as you say. The gas in this volume
consists of air and steam. The quantity of steam is depending on the leakage in the
valves. The quantity of air is also depending on the initial temperature in the
discharge pipe. From that we can determine the following bubble diameters at 1 -
atm pressure and temperature 20 °C (typical temperature in the tank at Studsvik).

• Maximum diameter is 0.92 m. based on a pipe gas temperature of
50 °C and no steam.

• Minimum diameter is 0.56 m. based on a pipe gas temperature of
90 °C and 75 % (vol) of steam (a steam volume of 75 % is. of course, very
uncertain).

At 2.2-atm pressure, that is a typical value of maximum gas cloud pressure with
the optimum sparger configuration in the test tank, the following bubble diameter
will be obtained:

• Maximum diameter is 0.71 m
• Minimum diameter is 0.43 m

Based on these values of the bubble diameter. Atom have chosen an equivalent
bubble electrode diameter of 18 mm. corresponding to a bubble diameter of 0.594
m, which is, approximately, in the middle
of the range 0.43 m to 0.71 m.

4. In ABB-Atom document RVE-92-056. page 13. Section 2.4.3 states that
"Calculations have shown that even if we assume the pressure time history in the
discharge pipe to be unchanged there will be an increase of the pressure amplitudes in
the pool with increasing submergence depth. This increase will be of the order of
10 % per meter at the actual submergence depth."
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We choose the PT2 values (tank bottom) from the Studsvik runs 145 and 148 for
Nozzle 19 (4.5-m submergence) and runs 155, 157, and 159 for Nozzle 20 (5.0-m
submergence) to arrive at a gradient of 12 % per meter.

a. Is this a proper interpretation of the data?

Response:

I believe this is a proper interpretation, mostly, it would be better to choose the
values for PT8.

b. Would a more rigorous and representative technique be to determine the
equivalent bubble pressures for the runs 145-150 for Nozzle 19 and statistically
determine the maximum as this was done for Nozzle 20 (RVE-92-056, Appendix
1)? Have you already done this?

Response:

No, I haven't a statistical determination for Nozzle 19.1 thought there are not a
sufficient number of tests to do this statistical determination.

5. In ABB-Atom document RVE-92-056, Fig. 2.5 has been interpreted to determine the
variation of gas cloud pressure due to a lateral shift of gas cloud location. This figure
was generated by measuring the total current across the electrodes in the Analog test.
We assume these measurements were with a constant electrode voltage difference.
The conclusion that moving the electrode from the centerline to the wall is
approximately equivalent to increasing the submergence by 1 m appears to make the
assumption that the current through the analog model (and consequently the power
diffused by the analog model) is constant. This is equivalent to a constant
acceleration and power consumption in the Unit Cell test.

a. Are these assumptions correct?

Response:

I believe this is correct.

b. If so, what is the basis for the constant current or power assumption?

Response:

ABB-CE suggests lhat the rate at which energy enters the pool from the sparger is
constant if the load reduction ring and the sparger head remain choked.
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c. We have not found a summary of the Analog model tests which includes this test
and figure.

Response:

There is not a document which summarises and discusses these results explicitly
(see response to Question 12).

6. What is an appropriate definition of Equivalent Water Surface Area? How does it
vary with submergence depth and bubble source strength?

Response:

EWSA is defined as the Water Surface Area in the test tank at Studsvik. 8.0 m2.
All tests in Studsvik, regardless of sparger depth are bounded by this definition,
and there was no need for further refinement in the BWR application.

7. The discussion in Section 5.5.4 in AE-RL-1630 suggests that the gas venting from the
upper (load reduction ring) and the lower sparger openings may be treated as two
independent oscillating pressure sources whose wall effect may be combined to
reinforce, or cancel, one another.

a. Would two equivalent bubble sources at the locations of the load reduction ring
and the sparger head produce a iine-source-like pressure profile on the Unit Cell
wall and not be amenable to one equivalent bubble? Is this what happened in
some of your early sparger geometries?

Response:

As I remember, this must be an effect in some of our early sparger geometries.

b. Why does the source strength of the Load Reduction Ring appear to be stronger
than its flow area may indicate when compared with the flow area of the sparger
head?

Response:

This information is not available from past sparger design/analysis activities since
it was not required to complete the design and performance assessments for either
Atom BWR's or System 80+.

c. What is the theoretical basis for the directing the flow from the Load Reduction
Ring axially downward?

Response:
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The usefulness of directing the flow downward from the load reduction ring was
determined experimentally, not theoretically.

8. A fluid pressure oscillation frequency at 19 Hz reported in K.VB-81 -179 has been
attributed to Fluid Structure Interaction and not originating directly from the gas
cioud. This is interpreted to indicate that some structure is being energized by the
fluid motion from the gas cloud. That structure vibrates at its own natural frequency
and imparts that frequency and some energy back to the suppression pool.

a. Have you isolated the structure contributing to the Fluid Structure Interaction?

Response:

The influence of Fluid Structure Interaction was not finalized during the
development and application of the sparger design to Forsmark or System 80+.

b. Have you conducted any further analysis relative to Fluid Structure Interaction in
the suppression pool?

Response:

Further analysis of Fluid Structure Interaction in the suppression pool was left as
an item for future development.

c. Is there any indication that there are structures in the IRWST which may
contribute to a Fluid Structure Interaction?

Response:

The influence of Fluid Structure Interaction of specific components in the IRWST
was not addressed.

d. Do disturbances of an "acoustic" nature (KVB-81-179, p. 11) refer to Fluid
Structure Interactions?

Response:

ABB-CE suggests "acoustic'* nature refers to Fluid Structure Interaction: see
KVB-81 -179, p. 29 and K.VB-79-17.

9. Figure 3.2 of RVB-92-056 gives the normalized pressure oscillation in the
condensation pool and the Unit Cell lank at relief valve blowing.

a. Do you have the numerical values associated with that curve?
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Response:

Yes, we have numerical values for that curve,

b. How was the curve derived and how was the curve generated?

Response:

This curve has been generated from one of the tests in Studsvik (PT8 (maybe) at
test 186). There are a lot of curves from these tests, that is equivalent to this
normalized pressure oscillation.

10. Discussions in KVB-74-120 suggest you have attempted to extend the potential flow
model to include time dependence and viscous damping.

a. How successful were these attempts?
b. Is there documentation?
c. Can the introduction of a polytropic gas constant other than the isentropic value be

of use for estimation of the effects of viscous damping or surface tension?
d. Was this method used to produce the time history curve. Figure 3.2 in RVE-92-

056?

Response to all parts:

Extensions of the potential flow model to include time dependence and viscous
damping were not used in determination of Figure 3.2 in RVE-92-056, nor were
those extensions applied in the System 80+ application.

11. A reasonable effort was expended to mold the physical characteristics of the System
80+ application into the range of the various dependent parameters describing the
performance of the Ml 50 sparger in the Unit Cell test and in the Forsrnark tests.
With KNGR, ability to provide a discharge pipe mass flow rate and sparger head
pressure within the narrow operating range of the Studsvik test may not be as close as
for System 80+. How would you go about theoretically extrapolating your Studsvik
data to a wider range of flow rates, sparger head pressures, and pipe volumes?

Response:

This information is not available from past sparger design/analysis activities since
it was not required to complete the design and performance assessments for either
Atom BWR's or System 80+.

12. Although we have a basic understanding of how Figures 2.4 - 2.9 in RVE-92-056
were generated, we do not have a comprehensive understanding of their development
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and application for the Ml50 sparger or for the sparger designs leading up to the
Ml50. Is there a document which summarizes and discusses the results of the electric
analogy tests?

Response:

There is not a document which summarises and discusses these results explicitly.
From case to case it is shown that the pressure field and the potential field in the
Analogue Experiment are very equivalent when the maximum gas cloud pressure
is attained. This is valid both for the test tank in Studsvik Experiment (shown in
RVE 92-056) and the condensation pool in the Forsmark 1 Experiment (shown in
KVB 81-179 and KVB 79-17). This is also summarized in KVB 81-178.

13. In Section 3.2 of RVE-92-056, the lower level of the fundamental frequency range
decreases with increasing temperature while the upper level remains constant This
influence is numerically shown in the Fourier analysis of the data (from run J 82). Do
you have a physical interpretation and rationalization tor this phenomena?

Response:

The gas bubble volume will be bigger when the temperature in tank is increased.
This depends on increasing steam content in the bubble. If the volume increases,
the fundamental frequency decreases, according to the Rayleigh bubble theory
(section 2.4.6 in RVE 92-056)

14. Qualitatively, by the addition of a sparger to the discharge pipe, we would expect to
observe an increase in the pipe pressure, a decrease in the pool pressure, a decrease in
the equivalent bubble pressure, and an increase in the gas venting time.

a. Is this the correct?

Response:

Yes, the description is correct.

b. Hypothetically. what would be your expectation if the Unit Cell discharge pipe
were twice as long? The same length and twice the pressure?

Response:

fn the table in Section 2.5 in RVE 92-056. these effects are taken into account (we
have tried to do so). Very approximately:

• Twice pipe length gives 26 % bigger bubble diameter and roughly the same
pipe pressure (this pressure value in the sparger may be determined by
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POOLBLOWER, see sections 2.4.1.2.4.2 and 2.5 in RVE 92-056). This
corresponds to 26 % higher source strength of the gas cloud, as the gas outflow
from the sparger is the same (the same pressure).

• The same length and twice pipe pressure is generated by a double steam mass
flow through the valve and this gives roughly a 100 % higher gas cloud
pressure.

15. The distance between the two systems of openings on the sparger is coordinated with
the separation in time of half the period of the fundamental frequency produced in the
pool. This is interpreted by the example of run 145. The time difference between the
initiation of air venting from the upper system of holes and the lower system of holes
is 61 ms, which represents one-half the period of an oscillation which would have a
frequency of 8 Hz. If coincident, equal oscillations separated by one-half period
would cancel each other after the first half period. The frequency of 8 Hz is nearly
the mean of the fundamental frequency range of the Nozzle 20 in the Unit Cell test (5-
11 Hz, KVB-81-I79, p. 23). Therefore, Nozzle 19 is about optimized.

a. Is this the correct interpretation of the coordination?

Response:

The discussion is in principal correct. 1 believe that the value 61 ms is somewhat
higher (76 ms). The cancellation can't be total, an ideal illustration can give a
dipole of the two bubbles.

b. What might be expected to occur to the equivalent pressure if the distance
between the two systems of holes is perturbed, all else being equal?

Response:

This information is not available from past sparger design/analysis activities since
it was not required to complete the design and performance assessments for either
Atom BWR's or System 80+.

16. For multiple valve openings in Forsmark. can you conclude that the wall pressure
loads are less than predicted and frequency content is altered as a consequence of the
relief valves not releasing simultaneously? Can you comment on the general situation
which may occur in an operating reactor?

Response:

This information is not available from past sparger design/analysis activities since
it was not required to complete the design and performance assessments for either
Atom BWR's or Svslcm 80+.
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17. We believe translations of the following documents may aide our understanding of
your development of the sparger and the performance of the sparger in our
application. The letters in brackets are the referencing documentation: KVB-81-179
(a), AE-RL-1630 (b), and KVB-81-178 (c).

L Fredell and Holmstrom, "Experimental Investigation into the Extent of
Pressure Oscillations in a Water Tank Where Steam is Discharged Through a
Quick-Opening Valve," TR 73-436 (Swedish) [a, c].

2. Fredell, Larsson, and Stahl, "Oskarshamn 2 - Discharge Tests on System .114:
Presentation of the Results of Pressure. Acceleration and Strain Gauge
Measurements Resulting from Pressure Oscillations in the Condensation
Pool," TR KVB 74^47 (Swedish) [a. cj.

3. Fredell, "Ringhals 1 - Vibration Measurements During Discharge from System
314: Evaluation of the Pressure Measurements in the Condensation Pool." TR
KVB 80-322 (Swedish) [a, c].

4. Fredell, J., "Angblasningsexperiment i Studsvik. Provprogram vid blasning
med snabboppnande ventil," ASEA-ATOM PM KVB 73-720. (1973)
(Swedish) [bj.

5. Fredell, J., " Angblasningsexperiment i Studsvik. Tillkommande
fbrsdksutforanden till PM KVB 73-720." ASEA-ATOM PM KVB 74-178,
utgava B, (1974) (Swedish) [bj.

6. Fredell, "'Calculation of the Pressure Distribution in the Condensation Pool of
the Reactor Containment When Steam is Discharged Through the Valves of
System 314. TR KVB 73-744 (Swedish) [c].

Response:

The translation of these documents was not necessary for the development of the
Atom BWR sparger, and they were not translated for the application of the sparger
to System 80+.
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Question 1

Is it possible to generate the bubble radius versus time curve which is associate
with the time history forcing function? This is KOPEC A/E's request from
KAERI in order to calculate the loads inside the IRWST.

Response

One possible means of determining the time history of the equivalent bubble ra-
dius is through manipulations in the derivation of the Rayleigh bubble dynamics.
It can be shown1121-l"' that by combining the momentum equation for the liquid
surrounding a bubble (the Rayleigh Bubble Equation6),

d2R t 3fdRY _pt{Q-
dt1 2\dt) p ,

with the energy equation for the bubble,

dR 1 dpb ^ ( f c - l j f j Y R 3 p^Rj) pb
yi dt 3 * dt ! R g k { mb m 4 o o J A R 2 "

a third-order differential equation can be produced[12!

which can be solved using a regular perturbation method115' for the bubble radius
as a function of time7. Such a formulation has been used to study adiabatic, iso-
thermal and damped Rayleigh bubble oscillations'12'. A key assumption in the
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derivation of the Rayleigh bubble equation is negligible surface tension effects
and this allows the bubble pressure to appear in the Rayleigh Bubble Equation;
that is, for pb to be substituted for p,{R,i) in Eq. (9) of Appendix B. It may be
possible, however, to adapt this overall procedure to derive a differential equation
for the bubble radius that is based on a specific bubble pressure p6(t) forcing
function. Such a mathematical procedure was not developed for System 80+.

Question 2

How had the time history forcing function been used in System 80+ design ?

Response

The peak bubble pressure was established for System 80+ following the extrapo-
lation methodology outlined by ABB-Atom. In a similar manner, the normalized
pressure frequency dependence was also established- The pressure distribution on
the walls of the IRWST were separated into symmetric and asymmetric cases
through an idealized SPIEGEL analysis of the IRWST. The peak bubble pressure
mentioned above was then assigned to these normalized pressure distributions to
determine the absolute pressure distribution. A pure sinusoidal pressure variation
was assumed, without consideration of the actual time histories from the Unit Cell
test or viscous damping. This was considered to be conservative since it results in
larger forces'51. The resulting forcing function was then applied by the structural
engineers to containment structures and RCS components.

The same general approach can be used for the KNGR IRWST.

Question 3

The steam mass flux, one of the factors for extrapolation of ABB-Atom's test
data, is variable along the whole PSV discharge pipe, since the pipe diameter
changes along the pipe. It is the steam mass flux at the sparger head (6 inch dia.)
that is important for the use in the extrapolation? For KNGR, the steam mass flux
at the sparger head is about 1S80 kg/m2 s. Justify that there is no problem to apply
ABB-Atom's test data to KNGR design using extrapolation for this steam mass
flux.

Response

From the point of view of scaling bubble dynamics the mass flux out the sparger
is the relevant parameter. The value of the mass flux used for extrapolation from
Studsvik (the reference value) to either System 80+ or KNGR is bounded by the
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mass fluxes investigated in the Unit Cell test. One of the purposes of the addi-
tional factor of r | c= 1.2 is to account for the difference between the 1580 kg/nrs
mass flux for System 80+ and the 1300 kg/nf-s reference mass flux (see Section
2.2). One of the purposes of a mature CFD representation of the Unit Cell test is a
better understanding of the influence of variations in mass flux.

Question 4

In Ref. [5], Appendix 1, some statistical treatments of ABB-Atom's test data for
the mass fluxes of 1300 kg/m2 s and 1700 kg/m2 s are described. For these two
steam mass fluxes, the statistical treatment of 1300 kg/nr s has been used for the
reference bubble cloud pressure. It is known that the steam mass flux for System
80 + is 1580 kg/m2 s. So, it seems to be desirable to apply the 1700 kg/m2 s results
to the reference bubble cloud pressure. Explain the reason.

Response

The analysis was done at 1300 kg/m1 s due to the large amount of supporting data
collected at this value compared to the data available at 1700 kg/m2 s. An evalua-
tion by ABB-CE showed that the pool loads produced by the gas cloud oscilla-
tions are estimated to be in the range of 6% of design and 17% of actual SSE
loads'31. ABB-CE expects that extrapolating from 1700 kg/m2 s to 1580 kg/m2 s
rather than from 1300 kg/m2 s to 1580 kg/m2 s would not have produced signifi-
cantly different results for System 80+.

Questions

For KNGR, the same sparger for System 80+ (i.e. M150) is considered to be used.
The length from the load reduction ring (LRR) to the upper row of the sparger
holes is 1.5 m (4.92 ft). The length from the upper row of the sparger holes to the
sparger tip is 0.5 m (l.64ft). The IRWST pool depth is 3.66 m {\2ft) and the
distance from the bottom of the IRWST to the sparger tip is 0.91 m Qft). So, the
submergence depth for the KNGR sparger tip is 2.74 m (9 ft) which is shallow
compared with ABB-Atom's recommended submergence of 4.5 m (14.76 ft).
Evaluate the submergence of the KNGR sparger.

Response

Given the above data, an evaluation of the effect of the reduced submergence of
the KNGR spargers follows the extrapolation procedure outlined in Ref. [5], to a
first approximation (see also Section 2.2, p. 21). From Unit Cell tests, the influ-
ence of an increase in the submergence is approximately 10 % per meter (see Eq.
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2-16a). Since the KNGR sparger submergence is 4.5 m - 2.74 m = 1.76 m » 1.8
m less than the Unit Cell reference, the pressure amplitude may be expected to be
reduced by

O.10m-lxl.8mxl0O=18%

resulting in a scale factor of

for KNGR. Relative to a reference submergence of 4.5 m, the pressure amplitude
may be expected to be reduced by

0.10 nfx x (45-2.74) mx 100 = 17.6%

resulting in a scaling factor of

Question 6

In Ref. [5], Appendix 1, the reference bubble cloud pressure is calculated by a
statistical method. It seems that every run of the bubble cloud pressure was ob-
tained by using the measured pressures at the various locations and electric anal-
ogy. Is it correct ? The test was performed at the submergence of 5 m (\6AJf)
and the reference bubble cloud pressure was obtained to be 87 kPa (12.62 psi).
But, on page 19, the reference value of submergence is 4.5 m. Is there any prob-
lems if the bubble cloud pressure is obtained based on the submergence of 5 m
and the reference value of submergence is 4.5 m ?

Response

The reference bubble cloud pressure was determined by statistical means from 21
Unit Cell tests having a range of initial conditions, all at a submergence of 3 m.
Since the submergence of the spargers in KNGR are less than the reference 4.5 m,
the compensation for the reduced submergence will be underestimated, resulting
in a conservative assessment for the bubble cloud pressure as a consequence of
variation in submergence depth.

Question 7
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In page 13 of Ref. [5], the bubble cloud pressure is decreased by 10 % as the
submergence is decreased every 1 m. In ABB-Atom's test, two submergences
(4.5 m and 5 m) have been used. How can you justify this? The test range is just
0.5 m. Moreover, the submergence of KNGR is 2.7 m which is further beyond the
test range. This needs some justifications.

Response

The reduction of bubble cloud pressure by the factor of 10 % per meter is a mod-
est extrapolation from the 0.5 m reduction in submergence used to generate the
gradient. This extrapolation has to be conservative since raising the sparger to the
water surface results in a 50 % reduction of the bubble cloud pressure according
to the extrapolation, but the load in the pool would be totally removed since the
sparger is no longer submersed.

Question 8

What is the System 80 + air volume trapped inside the piping for extrapolation
(/.<?., 5.66 my (200^)/discharge line vs 0.693 m3 (24.5^)/sparger)?

Response

According to Ref. [2], p 8-1, the discharge piping consists of two, parallel, 14 in
diameter pipe trains. Each pipe train consists of an approximate 100 J? down-
comer and a 70 ft or a 160 ft header. The volume associated with these pipe trains
is approximately 180J?3 or 280yr\ or an average volume of approximately 230 J?3.
In contrast, the value 0.693 mVsparger {Ref. [5], App. 2, p 6) corresponds with
150jf for 6 spargers.

Question 9

Do you agree with ABB-Atom's response1211 on the reference radius of 0.297 m
(0.974/f)?
• reason of considering the large percent of steam?
• basis of 2.2 atm (32.3 psia)?

Response

The reference radius for the bubble diameter for the Studsvik tests is 0.297 m.
This corresponds with a bubble volume of 0.11 m3 (3.89 ft3) in the compressed
state. Depending on the choice of water level reference in the Studsvik tests, the
internal void in the pipe may be 0.448 m3 (15.82 ft3) (nominal water level) to
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0.478 m3 (16.88 /f3) (water level depressed to the load reduction ring). The re-
sponse to Question 3 of ABB-A002-001p31 is a justification of Atom's selection of
the bubble radius. Further study of that response is required for a full under-
standing of the justification.

Question 10

It seems that the mechanical group in ABB-CE needed the time history IRWST
wall loads. In my knowledge, the SPIEGEL code can calculate the loads at the
pressure extremes. How did you treat this problem ?

Response

See Response to Question 2.

Question 11

Describe the analysis in the IRWST for System 80+ which had been performed
using Fluent. Include the
• purpose,
• methodology in brief,
• bubble radius time history.

Response

The Fluent analysis of the System 80+ IRWST is described in Ref. 2. The pur-
pose of the analysis was to assess the use of Fluent as a method of calculating the
temperature distribution in the IRWST during steam discharge. Determination of
the bubble radius time history was not an objective of the analysis.

Question 12

It seems that only the positive maximum pressure (POP) at the bubble cloud can
be obtained by using electrode analogy test If it is correct, how can the negative
maximum pressure (PUP) be obtained ?

Response

The electric analogy test may be applied to determine the analog cloud pressure at
the extremes of the bubble radius without regard to the maximum or minimum
bubble extent. Consequently, the maximum negative pressure is also obtainable.
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Ref. [5], Figure 2.6, describes the maximum positive pressure amplitudes and
Figure 2.7 describes the maximum negative pressure amplitudes.

Question 13

ABB-Atom' response No. 14.

Response

In their response to Question 14 of ABB-A002-0011231, ABB-Atom agreed with
the contention that the addition of a sparger to a pipe line would increase the pipe
pressure, decrease the pool pressure, decrease the equivalent bubble pressure, and
increase the gas venting time. ABB-Atom projects that doubling the pipe volume
in System 80+ would increase the equivalent bubble diameter and the bubble
source pressure by 26 %. The pipe dynamics do not appreciably change the pres-
sure in the sparger. ABB-Atom also projects that doubling the pipe pressure re-
sults in a rough doubling of the gas cloud pressure. These projections are reason-
able. The purpose of completing the CFD model of the sparger piping is intended
to more completely answer such questions.

Question 14

The AE requested the high frequency pressure oscillation data (when steam is dis-
charged) which can be also used for structural dynamic analysis of IRWST wall
loads. Is it possible to generate this data ? What about for System 80+?

Response

It is possible to generate a representation of the high frequency pressure oscilla-
tions due to steam discharge. Based on ABB-Atom's experience, these loads are
regarded as relatively small for System 80+ and were assumed to be bounded by
the noncondensable gas venting.

Question 15

General shape of the forcing function
• starting point
• reason of maximum pressure at the second peak
• frequency (constant frequency vs variable frequency)
• reason of damping
• reason of shift upwardly
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Response

The general shape of the normalized pressure oscillation is presented in Figure 3.2
of Ref. [5]8. Its starting point is the time at which the pool pressure begins to de-
viate from the static pressure. The maximum pressure occurs at the second peak
as a result of the timing between the discharges of the load reduction ring and the
sparger head and many other thermal-hydraulic factors. Results from the Unit
Cell test indicate the dominant frequency is roughly constant for the first few cy-
cles. Damping occurs as a consequence of viscous and turbulent dissipation and
other thermal-hydraulic interactions such as bubble interaction, bubble rise, and
direct contact steam condensation, which is also an energy source to the bubble
dynamics.

Question 16

Methodology of how to generate the forcing function
• reference test and sensor location
• Was electrode analogy used for the generation of the forcing function ?

Response

The data which forms the basis for the bubble pressure forcing function is docu-
mented in Ref. 25. We are not aware of any documentation of ABB-Atom's
methodology to generate die forcing function shown in Section 3.2 and in Ref. 5.
If it is necessary to provide such documentation, this methodology can be regen-
erated as a subject for future work.

Question 17

The forcing function was generated based on the Studsvik test, i.e. unit cell test
This means this forcing function is applicable to just single sparger theoretically.
For KNGR as well as System 80+, there are 12 spargers. And it is expected that
each sparger has its own phase which is (may be) different from phases of the
other spargers, even if the same pressure amplitude can be applicable to every
sparger. How can the phase difference be treated in analysis of IRWST loads ?

Response

In their evaluation, ABB-Atom demonstrated that the pressure response from
venting individual spargers was similar and bounded by the Studsvik tests. In ad-

* See also Section 3.2.
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dition, the collective simultaneous venting of the spargers was determined to be
bounding1241. In the ABB-Atom BWR's, there are differences in the piping which
feed the spargers. For System 80+, ABB-Atom and ABB-CE assumed the si-
multaneous venting of the spargers on each header and in-and-out of phase vent-
ing of the headers are bounding. Since the spargers for KNGR and System 80+
are serially located on the headers, some magnitude, phase, and frequency varia-
tion may exist.

Application of this approach to KNGR should be the subject for a future work on
IRWST response. We would be pleased to share our ideas and work with the ap-
propriate organizations at that time.

Question 18

General description of computing the IRWST wall loads using temperature anal-
ogy in Fluent.

Response

The substantive review and outline of the application of FLUENT to the predic-
tion of IRWST wall loads will consume more time than we currently have avail-
able and it is outside the scope of the current work order, which is the develop-
ment of the bubble source pressure. We would be pleased to review the technique
with the appropriate organization as future work.

Question 19

What condition of the discharge pressure is used for the extrapolation (Le., dis-
charge pressure during water clearing, discharge pressure during air clearing, dis-
charge pressure during steam discharge, etc.)?

Response

The pressure in the sparger tip at the end of the water clearing phase and the be-
ginning of the air clearing phase represent a condition where all of the air origi-
nally in the discharge pipe is compressed to its extreme- that is, the air is com-
pressed to the smallest volume and has the maximum pressure. It is this condition
that is relevant to the extrapolation process.

Question 20
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What location of the discharge pipe is used for the extrapolation? For KNGR,
there are 21 nodes for the sparger modeling.

Response

As indicated in the response to Question 19, the location in the discharge pipe
whose conditions are relevant to the extrapolation process is the sparger tip at the
point in time corresponding to the end of the water clearing phase and the begin-
ning of the air clearing phase. For the RELAP5/MOD3.1 model*1'1 this location is
in the last nodes of the pipe components representing the spargers (e.g., node 21).
Depending on the nodalization selected in the RELAP5/MOD3.1 model, the com-
pressed air volume at the start of the air clearing phase may occupy more than one
node.

Question 21

If the maximum pressure of each sparger is different, how can the maximum dis-
charge pressure be selected?

Response

Depending on the variation in the maximum calculated pressures in each sparger,
and the degree of conservatism desired, one may select either an average of the
maximum calculated pressures or the highest maximum calculated pressure.

Question 22

The test range of ABB-Atom discharge pipe is 1.21 MPa to 1.51 MPa. Justifica-
tion of applying the ABB-Atom test results to the KNGR is necessary with the
consideration of KNGR maximum discharge pipe.

Response

The fact that the ABB-Atom test conditions are different than the expected KNGR
conditions is the reason for performing an extrapolation based on theoretically,
numerically or empirically derived scaling factors. The work that was started in
other work orders'101'pn should be continued to their logical conclusion so that
such scaling factors applicable to KNGR can be developed.

Question 23
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What was the tool used for calculating the IRWST temperature following blow-
down for System 80+?

Response

ABB-CE performed an analysis mAn of the IRWST bulk, average temperature as
a function of time resulting from the discharge into the pool from the PSVs for 30
min followed by discharge from the SDS with various combinations of HPSI
pumps operating. The analysis considered the conservation of mass and energy of
the pool and accounted for the fact that not all of the IRWST water mixes with the
discharge from the spargers.

Question 24

What is the reason for evaluating the average IRWST water temperature instead
of the local temperature?

Response

The analysis121*p41 was based on calculations which were not sophisticated enough
to model the local, three-dimensional temperature of the IRWST. Rather, a more
simplified model was used which treated the average temperature of the pool,
with the local effects of incomplete mixing accounted for by multiplicative coeffi-
cients. The level of detail characterized by this analysis was sufficient to support
design certification of the System 80+ design. Additional detailed analysis would
be required to support final design and construction.

Question 25

What is the basis for the 6000 s in Ref. [2]?

Response

The analysis121-|2*' of the IRWST pool temperature showed that the time for the
RCS to reach steady-state following blowdown is about 6000 s.

Question 26

What is the definition of intermittent condensation in CESSAR-DC, Section
6.8.4.1?

Response
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CESSAR-DC1'1 Section 6.8, In-containment Water Storage System, Subsection
6.8.4.2, Intermittent Condensation Loads, addresses an issue raised by the NRC
during their review of System 80+ for design certification. In response to an open
issue135 an evaluation was performed to investigate the average IRWST water tem-
perature during blowdown and to assess whether unstable condensation would oc-
cur.

The term intermittent condensation used in CESSAR-DC refers to several con-
densation modes which have been observed at certain steam flow rates and bulk
water temperatures. When steam discharge rates are sufficiently high and bulk
water temperatures are sufficiently low, condensation is characterized as steady
condensation. With diminishing steam flow rates and/or higher bulk water tem-
peratures, condensation is characterized by several modes such as condensation
oscillation, chugging, quasi-steady condensation and incomplete condensation.
Lahey and Moody1131 is an example of published work describing this phenomena.

Question 27

What is the basis for extending the bubble oscillation frequency range from 5-U
Hz to 4-20 Hz?

Response

ABB-Atom states'^ that based on the Studsvik tests the observed fundamental
bubble oscillation frequency is 5-11 Hz. In addition, they indicate that experi-
mental evidence indicates that the maximum pressure amplitudes for the low fre-
quency oscillations vary with frequency. They recommended Figure 3.3 in Ref.
[5] as a design criterion for the System 80+ SDS. The figure shows the depend-
ence of a normalized maximum bubble pressure nf as a function of bubble oscil-
lation frequency/ The reduction of the lower frequency from 5 Hz to 4 Hz is the
result of accounting for the larger amount of air in the discharge pipe which in-
creases the gas bubble volume by 15% and which, according to ABB-Atom
analysis, reduces the fundamental frequency by the same amount, (I — 0.15) x 5
Hz = 4.25 Hz « 4 Hz. The upper limit of the bubble frequency oscillation range
was never changed from 20 Hz. The upper limit of the dominant bubble fre-
quency was reduced from 11 to 10 Hz in parallel with the reduction of the lower
limit. Instrumentation used by Atom was capable of accurately measuring to the
200 Hz region, and structural evaluations were conducted to 50 Hz. However,
pressure loads at frequencies above 20 Hz were sufficiently low such that they
could be ignored from a strength design aspect.
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Question 28

What is the meaning of the dominant bubble frequency?

Response

The dominant bubble frequency is that frequency at which the bubble oscillation
amplitude is a maximum value.

Question 29

What is the effect of high pool temperatures on the lower limit of the fundamental
frequency range?

Response

In genera], research into this area was not performed for System 80+ design certi-
fication effort since air venting from the spargers was not postulated to occur at
elevated pool temperatures. However, see the discussion in Section 2.2, p. 24.
Further response into the bubble frequency response at elevated temperatures re-
quires some research and review and requires more time than is currently avail-
able.

Question SO

How were the high frequency pressure oscillations during steam discharge treated
in System 80+?

Response

Based on ABB-Atom's experimental and numerical analyses, the contribution to
pool loads during steady-state steam discharge is minor151. Based on this experi-
ence, no explicit treatment was performed for System 80+. However, it is recog-
nized that the loads on the pool, and particularly the SDS piping, during the ad-
vanced stages of blowdown {after steady-state steam discharge when two phase
flow through the discharge pipe prevails due to very low RCS pressures) need to
be examined before a final design is completed.

Question 31

What is the physical insight of high pool temperature effects on the bubble pres-
sure amplitude?
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Response

In general, research into this area was not performed for System 80+ design certi-
fication effort since air venting from the spargers was not postulated to occur at
high pool temperatures. However, see the discussion in Section 2.2, p. 25. Fur-
ther response into the bubble pressure frequency behavior at elevated tempera-
tures requires some research and review and requires more time than is currently
available.

Question 32

The forcing function shown in Ref. [5], Figure 3.2, is normalized withrespect to
the maximum peak overpressure and fundamental frequency. Is it a correct inter-
pretation that any frequency in the range of A Hz- 20 Hz can be used for the nor-
malization of the forcing function?

Response

Yes, this is a correct interpretation.

Question 33

What is the purpose of the electric analog test?

Response

See the discussion in Section 2.2, beginning on p. 12, and especially the section
beginning on p. 13.

Question 34

Is it too conservative that the IRWST wall loads are calculated based on the
maximum bubble pressure (POP)?

Response

In view of the fact that the pool loads produced by the gas cloud oscillations have
been estimated to be in the range of 6% of design and 17% of actual SSE loads131,
it may be premature to attempt an assessment regarding whether the use of the
POP as a basis for IRWST calculated wall loads is excessively conservative.
Given the expected contribution to SSE loads, a consistently conservative ap-
proach, such as using the POP, is recommended. The need to apply less conser-
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vative methodology can better be determined once the final results of the bubble
dynamics and pool load analyses are known.

Question 35

In the present report, the KNGR scaling factor of the maximum discharge pres-
sure is selected based on the System 80+ scaling factor of the maximum discharge
pressure multiplied by the pressure ratio between KNGR and System 80+. It is
preferable to select the scaling factor by directly comparing the KNGR value with
the reference value shown in RVE 92-056. The KNGR value is 1.55 MPa and the
reference value is 1.6 MPa. So, the KNGR scaling factor of the maximum dis-
charge pressure should be 1.0. It is also required how ABB-CE obtained the pres-
sure range of 1.21 MPa -1.51 MPa for the Studsvik tests.

Response

The calculation performed in Eq. (3-4) on p. 34 produces a more conservative
value for r\p. However, calculating the maximum pressure in the discharge pipe
as suggested in the Question 35,

(
axharse pipe J

u- j
discharge pipe Jsudn* Teia W-IS2

1.55 MPa"
1.6 MPa

= 0.97 = 1.0

is also reasonable, considering the approximate nature of the overall calculation
and the overall contribution of the IRWST wall loads from blowdown.

The pressure range of 1.21 MPa - 1.51 MPa for the Studsvik tests was communi-
cated to ABB-CE by ABB-Atom.

Question 36

Section 3.3, Response to Question 9. More clarifications are required for the fol-
lowing statement "Further study of that response is required for a full under-
standing of the justification".

Response
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Further study means that ABB-CE would have to consult with ABB-Atom to ob-
tain more details regarding the basis for ABB-Atom's selection of the reference
bubble radius.

Question 37

Section 3.3, Response to Question 14. In the response, the loads of high fre-
quency oscillation are relatively small for System 80+ and bounded by the non-
condensable gas venting. It might be true. We need the high frequency pressure
oscillation curve, since we have to check if the loads are really small. Moreover,
it is the AEs opinion that the high frequency pressure oscillation curve is neces-
sary to check the resonance of the structures inside the IRWST, even if the pres-
sure magnitude is relatively small. We do not understand why ABB-CE requested
a new work order on this. The high frequency pressure oscillation curve should
be included.

Response

In general, research into high frequency response was not performed for System
80+ design certification effort since structural loads above 20 Hz were estimated
to be low. However, structural evaluations were conducted to 50 Hz. To provide
high frequency responses would require much more time than is currently avail-
able, and high frequency response data was not sought in the original work order
since the governing forcing function was associated with air venting not steam
venting.

Question 38

Section 3.3, Response to Question 16. It seems that PR-8 of Test No. 186 was
used to generate the forcing function. Since a few cycles of pressure oscillations
are shown in the Studsvik Test No. 186 in AE-RL-1630, it is not possible to gen-
erate the forcing function. ABB-CE just transmitted the tabular and graphical
forms of the forcing function and requested a new work order on the methodology
of forcing function generation. This is not the way of consulting, because one of
the two big missions of A-16 was the forcing function generation using ABB-
Atom's test results. So, it is strongly required that the methodology of forcing
function generation should be included in a detailed manner.

Response

The two deliverables for AI6 were associated with a CFD development of the
bubble pressure response for first, System 80+ and second, KNGR. ABB-CE in-
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formed KAERI in December and again in May that this was too much to be ac-
complished with a state-of-the-art tool in the much reduced time allocated.
KNGR needs the bubble source pressure, bubble pressure time dependence, and
normalized pressure as a function of frequency to ultimately determine the loads
on the IRWST walls. To insure that KNGR got the basic information it needed,
ABB-CE provided a mathematical extrapolation of the ABB-Atom data, and the
basic characterization of the bubble source pressure for KNGR was delivered.
KAERI therefore has the benefit of both a first-cut CFD analysis of sparger be-
havior and bubble pressure response needed by KNGR. Along the way, some
supporting background could not be provide in the time allowed.

Question 39

Section 3.3, Response to Question 27. More clarifications are required for the
following statement "ABB-Atom does not give any explanation for increasing the
upper limit of the range of fundamental frequency from 11 Hz to 20 Hz".

Response

See response to Question 27.

Question 40

Section 3.3, Response to Question 29. More clarifications are required for the
following statement "Research into this area was not performed for the System
80+ design certification effort".

Response

See response to Question 29.

Question 41

Section 3.3, Response to Question 31. More clarifications are required for the
foltowing statement "Research into this area was not performed for the System
80+ design certification effort".

Response

See response to Question 31.
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3 Laplace

A.1 Introduction

This appendix presents the derivation of Laplace's equation in terms of the static
pressure and electric potential. The boundary conditions in terms of the velocity
potential, the static pressure and electric potential are also derived.

A.2 Derivation of Laplace's Equation in Pressure

Let the fluid in the pool be
fi = 0 inviscid,

(r) homogeneous.,
= 0 Incompressible, and
= 0 irrotational.

The condition of irrotationality allows the velocity field to be expressed in terms of a
velocity potential field, D(r) = Vp(r). With these conditions the conservation of mass
equation becomes

and the conservation of momentum equation becomes the unsteady Bernoulli equation,

which gives the velocity and pressure field for the entire pool. For negligible body forces
gy =» 0 and for the condition where the velocity of the bubble surface is zero, oh = 0,
Equation (2-2) reduces to

^ + /«). (2-3)
at p

The condition that DA = 0 leads to o — 0 in (2-2) is a consequence of the incompressible
fluid assumption and (2-3) still gives the pressure field throughout the pool at that instant.
Alternatively, the derivation can proceed in terms of the total pressure rather than
imposing u = 0[". Manipulating (2-3) by taking the laplacian gives,
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(2-4)

O (2-5)

where it is noted that p= constant as a result of the homogeneous fluid assumptions made
above. The first term on the left-hand side of (2-5) is zero from (2-1) giving Laplace's
equation in terms of the static pressure,

V-> = 0. (2-6)

The significance of (2-6) is that it gives the pressure field in the pool (outside the
bubble) of an ideal fluid at those times when the bubble is at its extremes during its
oscillations; that is, at R{\ ± s), where R is the bubble radius. Mathematically,

V2p-Q whenever V<p(R,t) = dl, = 0. (2-7)

A.3 Derivation of Laplace's Equation in Electric Potential

The equations which describe the classical theory of the electromagnetic field are
given by Maxwell's equations,

(3-D

(3-2)

0 . (3-3)

- (3-4)C V X S + .
dt e0

where E = E(r,t) is the electric field, B = B(r,t) is the magnetic field, pc is the charge
density, and j is electric current density. For the static case, all charges are either fixed
spatially and do not move with time, or if they do move, they move as a steady flow in a
circuit so that pe and j are constant in time, and all time derivatives of the field are zero.
Under these conditions Maxwell's equations reduce to
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Electrostatics:

V-£ = -£s. (3-5)

Vx£ = 0 (3-6)
Magnetostatics:

V-S = 0 (3-7)

V2x5 = - L (3-8)

As can be observed from the above equations, this simplification decouples the
electric and magnetic fields. This means that electricity and magnetism become distinct
phenomena so long as charges and currents are static. This is the situation in ABB-
Atom's electric analog model and, consequently, (3-5) and (3-6) are the equations of
interest in this case.

Equation (3-6) indicates that the electric field, E, is irrotational'"1 and, as a result,
can be related to the gradient of a scalar function called the electric potential, <3>,

(3-9)

Substituting (3-9) into (3-5) gives

V - £ = V-V<D = V2<1> = — (3-10)

which is known as Poisson's equation and is an inhomogeneous Laplace equation1"1. For
points in space where there is no charge, the charge density pc = 0 and (3-10) reduces to

V2d> = 0 (3-11)

which is Laplace's equation in terms of the electric potential. Clearly, (2-6) and (3-11)
are analogous.
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A.4 Boundary Conditions

A.4.1 Boundary Conditions in Terms of the Velocity Potential

For the problem as constructed above (2-1) and (2-6) must satisfy certain
boundary conditions on the surfaces of the region in which they are to be solved.
Boundary conditions are a representation of the physical conditions which must be
satisfied on given boundaries of the fluid. There are essentially two types of boundaries
to be considered, solid-fluid boundaries and fluid-fluid ox free surface boundaries. In the
case of the IRWST, the solid-fluid boundaries are along the pool walls and any structures
submerged in the pool and the free surface boundaries are at the pool surface and at the
gas cloud produced by the spargers.

The boundary conditions are an expression of the fact that for an ideal fluid 'Ul

• at each point of a solid-fluid surface, at every instant, the component normal to the
surface of the relative velocity between the fluid and the solid must vanish {i.e., the
so-called flow tangency condition),

• no fluid must cross a free surface, and

• there must be dynamic equilibrium at the free surface.

These conditions in mathematical terms can be expressed as

u-H = 0 (4-1)
d.n^v^n (4-2)

where n is the normal to a solid or free surface, u, and u7 are fluid velocities on either
side of a free surface, and /?, and p2 are the pressures on either side of a free surface. A
more useful expression of these boundary conditions which explicitly takes into account
the shape and movement of solid and free surfaces is given by Karmancheti111',

= 0 on Fsolid(r,t) = 0 (4-4)

on FM(r,f) = 0 (4-5a)

on ^ ( ^ 0 = 0 (*-5b)
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where /^0«rf(r,/)= 0 is the equation of a solid surface, Ffnt{r,t) = 0 is the equation of a
free surface. Equations (4-4H4-6) can just as easily be expressed in terms of the velocity
potential by substituting Vq> for u. When this is done, it is observed that (4-4)-{4-6)
describe Neumann boundary conditions in q>. In addition, conditions at infinity which
define the velocity field far removed from solid or free surfaces can be written as

t im ?_(o) = ^ (4-7)

which in the case of interest is trivial since £>„ = 0. It is not obvious that (4-7) will be of
much value anyway since the finite size of the IRWST may not allow undisturbed
velocity field conditions, u^, to exist during sparging, even as a reasonable
approximation. For the case of a stationary solid surface F^Jf) - 0 and (4-1) reduces
to

or V ^ . V F ^ = O o n F ^ ( r ) = 0. (4-8)

Note that in the case of the free surface a similar simplification is not valid since
movements in the free surface {e.g., pool swelling) represent essential physics of the
problem which are to be capture by the mathematical model.

A.4.2 Boundary Conditions in Terms of Pressure

Since the analogy between the normalized pressure and electric potential fields is
crucial in ABB-Atom's methodology15*, it is of particular interest to express the boundary
conditions for V2/? = 0 and then to show that these are analogous to the boundary

conditions for the electric potential field satisfying V2<D = 0, where £ = VO and E is
the electric field and O is the electric potential field.

In the case of the pressure field, it seems at first that the only physical conditions
which must be satisfied on the boundaries of the fluid are Dirichlet type conditions. That
is, the pressure along the boundaries, pir^,^) and pirfitt)J where /^,w are the
coordinates of the solid surfaces and r ^ are the coordinates of the free surfaces, must be
specified. Using the notation of (4-4)-(4-6), the boundary conditions are the specification
of

p on fluid-solid boundary Fsolid(r) = 0 (4-9)
p on free surface Ffrtt{r) - 0. (4-10)
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The problem is, however, that (4-9) and (4-10) are exactly what is being sought from the
analysis! As a result, the specification of boundary conditions for (2-6) appears
incomplete.

However, applying the gradient to (2-3) gives

(4-11)
dt p) dt p

and expressing the boundary condition (4-1) in terms of the velocity potential gives

V<p-n = 0. (4-12)

Taking the dot product of (4-11) with the unit normal vector n results in

\ dt p) dt p

Substituting (4-12) into (4-13) finally gives

) = 0 (4-14)

as the boundary condition on the solid-fluid surface. For the free surface the boundary
condition is as stated before,

The result indicated by (4-15) states that the pressure gradient in the fluid normal
to the surface of a solid boundary must be zero. Measured pressure data taken in the unit-
ceil test'31 indicate a trend that validates the boundary condition (4-15). The data shows
that the pressure gradient Vp (and the electric potential" gradient, V<t>) normal to the
pool bottom (normal to the electrolyte free-surface) goes to zero; that is, Vp- ft •= 0 at the
pool bottom ( V<X>- n = 0 at the electrolyte free-surface).

A.4.3 Boundary Conditions in Terms of Electric Potential

A derivation and detailed discussion of the electric potential anology is given in
Ref. [7].
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